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SRA-GAD Holds GST for Rank & File Employees

The GST participants oblige for a photo op with resource speaker Dr. Caroline Sobritchea (seated, first row; second from right)
before the awarding of the certificates of participation. Based on their smiles, it’s clear that the seminar attendees were satisfied
with the outcome as they were able to absorb valuable insights on pertinent gender issues which they could practically apply in
the workplace in the coming days.
THE Sugar Regulatory Administration sponsored its
latest GST (Gender Sensitivity Training) for rank and
file employees on October 20-21, 2011 which was
held at the agency’s Training Room.
The official list of participants included: Aleth
Malicdem, Marina Binoya, Ma. Abigail Flores, Darna
Luces, Louie dela Cruz, Alerma Socorro Bismanos,
Harold Mira, Elizabeth Porciuncula, Katrina Kusasi,
Edwina Guzman, Romualdo Vijandre IV, Loida
Sollestre, Rebecca Mata, Queenie Sevilla, Nelson
Cacayorin, Myrna Icalia, Ernesto Ortaliz, Arnold de
Castro, Cynthia Trinidad, Betty Abiertas, Lourdes
Fragante, Jaime Aloroy, Rogelio Genzola, Carolina
Pedalizo, Joseph Peter Gonzales, Anna Angela
Camille Antonio, Dyna Tienda, Ian Pedalizo, Ma.

Luisa Garcia, Maribel Serrano, Leonila Yarte and
Patricio Macamos, Jr.
Mr. Josephino Agosto (Manager III, Admin &
Finance) rendered the welcome remarks. He lauded
the workshop, citing that it is one of GAD’s priority
projects and activities for calendar year 2011 under
the program, “Promotion of Gender-Responsive
Governance.” He also stressed that with the strong
support and commitment of the SRA management,
record-wise, SRA-GAD has proved its significance in
a variety of gender disciplines.
Mr. Agosto was confident that the objectives of the
GST would be achieved: a) Identify the different
(Continued on page 3)

The brightly-decorated Christmas trees, the colorful “Parols” of Pampanga, the Simbang Gabi, the Puto
Bumbong, parties here and there are all attributes of the holiday season. But the true sense of Christmas is
the many acts of giving and sharing to those who are in need. This was and is still very much evident in
SRA. The donation campaign conducted last October 13, 2011 to aid the typhoon victims in
Brgy. Sta. Cruz in San Simon, Pampanga was the real thing. Spear-headed by Adm.
Regina Bautista-Martin, the entire SRA community was able to raise money and collect used
clothes. If I may say, this is already the practice in SRA since Pinatubo’s time. It also raised
funds for the Aetas in Pampanga and in Bicol, during the rampage of typhoon Reming in
2006. Whether it’s volunteering and raising funds, contributing time and money, we all know
and live the spirit of Christmas. As we wrap our gifts, we should remember that the spirit of
giving will never be out of season. MALIGAYANG PASKO SA ATING LAHAT!

IT’S our fourth issue already. How time flies! It really brings joy to the Editorial team hearing that
the SRA-GAD Newsletter is getting better every issue. For us, it’s no easy feat but a product of
sheer dedication and hard work. It may seem light but the preparation of each page is tedious and
meticulous.
However, all these don’t matter anymore once positive feedbacks reach us. That’s the best reward
we can ever get. This endeavor is truly run by passion and drive and we’re lucky that the whole team is one when it comes
to this aspect. Collating news, thinking of the content and writing the articles can get brain-tiring to some extent but
eventually, the desire to come up with a must-read prevails.
This issue is again, meaty. The cover story is a thorough review of the recently-concluded Gender Sensitivity Training for
SRA’s rank and file employees. Generally successful, attendance-wise and in meeting its objectives, the concepts learned
from the workshop can be applied in the office setting in the coming days.
The outreach program of the agency in San Simon, Pampanga also made the pages. Devastated communities due to
typhoons Pedring and Quiel were the lucky recipients of SRA’s donation drive. It’s really a joy to help others in need.
In “Purple Box”, Christmas is the highlight, that no matter how we avoid it, it’s coming in our midst. And what a nostalgia to
reminisce your pleasant memories of past Christmases, when you were far younger and simple in your perception of such
important occasion.
“Ripples” tackles the essence of knowing how to wait. Each of us will surely be given our turn. Patience is needed. If we
know how to wait, only the best is what we’ll get. Our moment to shine will definitely happen.
Meanwhile, “Viewpoints” zeroes in on the importance of having the right mindset and attitude when buying something. As
consumers, it’s to our advantage if we know how to play our cards well.
So, sit back, relax, read and get entertained and informed with our latest edition. Cheers!
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speaker was Atty. Evelyn “Leo” Battad of the UP
College of Law.

(SRA-GAD holds GST . . . from page 1)

According to Atty. Battad, the Gender and
Development approach aims to eliminate all forms of
inequality between men and women. It challenges the
previous assumptions of development planners that
women are the problem; that they aren’t capable to
participate in development work because of some
biologically-imposed limitations.

gender issues which affect the
quality of lives at home, office
and the community; and b)
Participate in the promotion of
the government’s goal of
attaining full gender equality in
the country.
SRA-GAD Vice-Chair Dr. Dina
Padilla-Fernandez formally
kicked off the start of the
Mr. Josephino Agosto
workshop proper by introducing lauds the seminar in his
welcome remarks.
the distinguished guest
speakers namely, Dr. Caroline Sobritchea from the UP
Center for Women’s Studies Foundation and her
associate Ms. Betty Peña. Both proved to be smart,
witty, spontaneous and engaging resource persons.
Ms. Peña initially asked the group of their expectations
from the activity. Several questions were raised which
were all gender-related issues. From these,
expectations were raised on four areas namely: Topic,
Learning Process, Facilitators and Participants. Dr.
Sobritchea later revealed the overview of the program
of activities that would follow.
The first round of group exercise tackled the topic:
“What is Sex and Gender?” For this collaborative
exercise, the whole group was divided into four. Two
worked on the first area (home). The next zeroed in
on the second (workplace) while the last centered on
the third (community). It was an opportune time for the
members of each group to know one another better,
resulting to a free-flowing exchange of ideas. After an
hour, the spokesperson for each team reported their
accomplishments.
On the
following
day, Dr.
Fernandez
had a short
recap of the
previous
day’s
The participants discuss with one another
happenings.
during the group dynamics.
A review of
the inputs and activities refreshed the minds of the
participants and somewhat prepared them for the next
important topic to be lectured: the Magna Carta of
Women. For this meaty subject, the invited resource
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After Atty. Battad’s enlightening lecture, she gamely
answered some legal queries from participants. From
there, Dr. Sobritchea took the floor once again to
discuss the day’s final topic: a discussion of what
Gender and Development is.
Right after she tackled the subject, the body was again
divided, now, according to departments. Each team
was made to identify the gender issues hounding their
area and came up with actions or resolutions that
would address these. The Admin & Finance and
Maintenance departments were combined and so were
the Planning and PCRO sections. The RDE was one
body. Like the first plenary presentation, a
spokesperson was assigned to report on the
resolutions they arrived at.

Mr. Romualdo Vijandre IV
reports on what their group
came up with during their
plenary presentation.
attendees. They were Ms.
Carol Pedalizo, Mr.
Romualdo Vijandre IV and
Mr. Joseph Peter
Gonzales. Atty. Raul
Labay, OIC, Office of the
Deputy Administrator gave
the closing remarks. The
distribution of the
Certificates of
Participation formally
ended the two-day
seminar-workshop.
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Before the workshop came
to a close, Dr. Fernandez
laid out the SRA-GAD’s
plans and priorities for 2011
plus an overview of its
future thrusts. The resource
persons, Dr. Sobritchea and
Ms. Peña also selected the
top three most active
participants from among the

Atty. Raul Labay
congratulates the body for
completing the workshop
during his closing remarks.
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Personnel
PrecyMadrid
Madrid
Matters By- Precy
SRA Distributes Relief Goods to
Typhoon Victims in San Simon

Welcome Back!!!

WHEN typhoon Pedring hit Luzon last
September, the province of Pampanga was one
of the most seriously affected areas. Because of
the heavy rains, a number of its municipalities
got submerged like San Simon, which lies along
Pampanga’s flood path. San Simon is comprised
of six barangays namely, San Jose, San Juan,
San Pedro, San Miguel, Sta. Cruz and San
Nicolas which are all considered “disaster risk
areas.”

LOVENESSA Calamba is definitely one of
the more promising “new blood” among
SRA’s present employees. A BS Chemical
Engineering graduate of the University of
the Philippines (Los Baños), she’s been with
the agency for four years now. She’s
currently taking up her master’s degree in
Material Science in Engineering at UP
Diliman.
Love (as she is fondly called by colleagues)
has flown to Japan from April-May this year.
This was in line with her internship program
which her adviser in her master’s class gave
her at the Hokkaido University in Japan. In
the first three weeks, she did her internship
in three different laboratories of the
university’s Division of Sustainable
Resources Engineering.
The final month saw her doing her
internship at the Environmental Geology
laboratory. The title of her research was
“Removal of Radioactive Elements by
Natural Minerals for Remediation of
Contaminated Water and Soils.”
Love considers said internship an avenue
where she was able to broaden her
knowledge and expertise specially in
handling advanced equipment which is
beneficial to her current post in the SRA
laboratory. She only has good words for the
Hokkaido University which offers a very
relaxed and homey atmosphere to its
students. Its advanced technology is also
very conducive to learning during this
tough and competitive era.
SRA & GAD Newsletter

According to the official report of Mayor Lenora
Wong, there was a
substantial damage in
agriculture (rice and
vegetable crops),
livestock, fishpond
and infrastructure as
some six to seven feet
flood water
submerged rice land
and residential areas.
Affected residents flash warm
Brgy. Sta. Cruz was
smiles as they receive relief
one of the most
goods from SRA.
hardly hit. Some 485
families living in
the area were
relocated after the
river bank eroded.
Due to this, the
barangay was
isolated. The road
leading to it
became
The SRA team made sure that
impassable to any everyone gets a bag that’s why an
land vehicle.
orderly line was formed.

In a noble attempt
to help in these depressing times, the Sugar
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The Purple
Box
By Mafi R. Ramos

Ready or Not, It’s
Christmas!
THE joy I had as a child
anticipating Christmas fills every
part of me once again. Primarily,
because I had so many happy
Christmas past and I chose to
remember how loved and blessed I
am in spite of my many flaws.
Among my best memories of
Christmas was the COD display
show staged every year in front of
their department store in Cubao. As
kids, my siblings and I always
looked forward to this and made
sure we’re in a very strategic spot
so we can have a good view of the
show, with the amazing and
colorful mannequins coming to life
as they relive what happened
during the first Christmas amid
lights and music.
Indeed, how
sweet it is to have
a Savior born to
us because that’s
how our Heavenly
Father loves us!
Although the start of the BER
months signal the coming of
Christmas, the spirit doesn’t strike
me until I start decorating our
house with glitzy trimmings and do
some shopping to buy gifts for my
dear ones, specially my family and
friends. Over the years, malls get
more crowded, a proof that
Christmas has become
commercialized.
But it still remains to be the
happiest season of all. Have you
visited gaily-decorated and brightlylighted places like Araneta Center

or the Makati area during Yule?
Isn’t it just wonderful? Apart from
these, it’s also soothing to see the
twinkling lights in the window of
every house you pass by,
Christmas songs are also played
on the radio, voices of carolers fill
the nights, the cold breeze, the
puto bumbong, the traditional
simbang gabi: all these make me
feel nostalgic.
The sights and sounds of the
season also bring me back to a
gentle Christmas past when
Christmas was simple and quiet….
that very silent and holy night in
Bethlehem where Joseph, Mary,
the angels, shepherds, the three
wise men and some animals were
present during Jesus’ birth in a
manger.
I grew up in a house without a
Christmas tree. It was only during
the latter years when we got our
first big Christmas tree. When we
were younger, we had a “belen”
made of hard paper figures of all
the characters remembering Jesus’
birth. I realized that this is more
than just any Christmas
ornament
because
it
depicts the reality of the
first Christmas story many,
many years ago.
Christmas is for kids and
also for people like us with
a child-like heart. Admittedly, when
I was a kid, all my expectations
were centered on gifts from Santa
Claus.
A
few
days
before
Christmas, I’m sure many of us
hang stockings on the wall which
was exciting to see if our stockings
were filled with gifts, money and
candies from Santa Claus on
Christmas Day.
That was what my parents taught
me. That there was a Santa Claus;
a generous man in red giving gifts
to children who have been good all
throughout the year. But only to
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find out later in my life that it was
not Santa who gave all the
Christmas presents. It was our dear
parents who played Santa Claus
during our childhood days. And
thanks to God for providing
everything that we needed through
all the sacrifices and hard-earned
money of our parents.
The holidays may be difficult to
some but I was fortunate to have
always been blessed during the
Christmas season. We had Noche
Buena even without the ham and
the roast beef. We just had simple
Christmas food to help us get
through with it.
It is also during this season that
we attend to so many events such
as family reunions, Christmas
parties, food to feast, long line of
Christmas-to-do-list,
Christmas
wish list, traffic and the Christmas
rush. All these are synonymous
with love, friendship and family.
No matter what, Christmas is still
the most special time of the year.
Things and times have changed
but one thing that never will is the
joy of having the family together
enjoying the season.
And just before Christmas comes
on its way, we all need to give
back. There’s no better time than
Christmas to understand and to
share the nature of God’s generous
love through this season of giving.
As a line in an old Christmas song
goes: “even the man who has

everything, would be so happy if
you would bring.” And no matter
what we have been through during
the year, always have a grateful
heart, in and out of this happy
season.

Give love
on
Christmas
day!
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reflection. How did we live our
lives the previous year? Was it
meaningful? Did we do good
things to others? If yes, then, our
waiting will bear positive results.

By Joseph Peter R. Gonzales

YOUR TIME WILL COME
THERE’S this Vanessa Williams
hit ditty back in the ‘90s titled
“Save the Best for Last.” It talks
about the uncertainties, doubts,
questions, apprehensions and
anxieties one encounters while
waiting for that right “significant
other” to come. According to the
song, the road to finding your true
happiness is not without stumbling
blocks.
There’s no guarantee that you
won’t cry, get disappointed or
make sacrifices. It’s part of the
package. It may be a long road
but if it leads you to your
happiness, then go! Definitely, it
will be all worth the wait: after
overcoming the obstacles comes
the price. Genuine love awaits
you.
It’s true that the process of
waiting can be crazy tiring and
suck up all our energy. It’s even
tiring than doing a physical work-where you know when it’s going
to end. All the agony involved is
almost too much to bear. There’s
also the “scare” factor since we
don’t know what’s in store for us
in the coming days. We can’t be
certain on what the future holds.
This is actually one of life’s most
intricate tests for it challenges our
inner faith that we should be
patient. Patience is indeed a
virtue. Not everybody is gifted with
the ability to still exhibit
composure and grace even in the
most pressuring circumstances. It

takes deep faith to believe that we
can get the best if we’re not
impulsive and instead, remain
focused to our goal, not minding
the distractions present in the
atmosphere.
Our shining moment doesn’t
happen overnight nor is given to
us in a silver platter. We have to
work for it. There’s a procedure to
eventually attain it. If it were a
fruit, it’s high up there, but once
you picked it, its promised taste is
simply divine.
Unlike when you hurry up on
something, it’s more probable that
you don’t get its true worth as
compared to waiting for the right
time, which yields only the best
results. Sometimes, anything
hastened gets derailed. Waiting
for the perfect moment, no matter
how tiring it appears is still the
best option. You can never go
wrong. No ifs, buts, or whys.
Especially this Yuletide season,
there are some who get
disappointed when their heart’s
desires or wishes don’t come true.
They fail to see that God has
better plans for them. They don’t
realize that if it’s not given now,
it’s for his or her good. According
to an old adage, “If something big
gets out of your palm, something
bigger will replace it!”
Christmas and New Year are not
just about material things or the
fulfillment of our dreams and
aspirations. It’s also about
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We always want to have the best.
If so, we should turn in our best
efforts, too. The universe teaches
us the value of symbiosis. In this
world, give and take is an
essential. We just can’t be on the
“taking” side all the time.
Sometimes, we become blind of
what ought to matter in our lives.
When we encounter hindrances
along the way, we tend to retreat
or back out early in the game.
What we don’t see is the
underlying beauty behind this: that
overcoming the obstacles will
surely add meaning and make us
value success deeper. So this
reflective season, let’s not waste
any single opportunity to improve
and hone ourselves while waiting
for our shining moment to come.

Life is Everything You
Make It… and More
There will inevitably be obstacles
to encounter. But don’t worry that
they will seem too great for you to
handle, because you can. You
may doubt yourself at times, but
know that if you have faith, you
have everything. Faith is the key
to being successful.
If you know you are capable of
anything because of who you are,
you will always reach your
destination. It may not always be
easy, but it will always be worth it.
Look ahead of you, never behind.
Have faith in yourself. If you do,
you will be amazed at what you
can accomplish.
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(SRA Distributes …. from p 4)

Regulatory Administration launched a donation
campaign to aid the said barangay headed by
its able captain Mr. Eddie Manalang. So, last
October 13, the SRA contingent comprised of
Ms. Dolly dela Cruz, Ms. Corazon Boyero, Ms.
Prescy Madrid, Ms. Zeny Pineda, Ms. Roda
Marmol and Pampanga MDO Mr. Adel Catuira
(the key person who recommended San Simon
to be the recipient of the SRA donor) along with
some members of the agency’s janitorial staff
visited the area to deliver what they were able
to come up with.
It was heart-warming to learn that the entire
SRA community was open to share what they
could. The cash contribution amounted to P18,
720. This was used to buy the affected residents’
basic necessities at that point like rice, bottled
water, canned goods, biscuits, noodles, laundry
soap, shoes and used clothes.

It was really one humbling experience for the
SRA team. Apart from the positive feeling
brought about by helping others during their
times of need, it also made each member realize
how luckier he or she is for being spared from
such sad plight. They all went home with a light
heart. - Roda Ann Marmol

Some of the SRA-GAD officers took time out to help in the
packing of the relief goods.

It wasn’t an easy trip for the SRA team. They
painstakingly trekked the flooded and mudthick road leading to the venue. Before going to
Sta. Cruz, they dropped by at San Simon’s Relief
Action Center where they were met by Mayor
Wong. She escorted the group to Brgy. Sta.
Cruz. There, Brgy. Captain Manalang welcomed
them and proceeded to the barangay chapel
which served as the centre of action.
Many residents were cleaning and clearing the
vicinity of thick mud. It was relieving to see as
well the medical and counselling mission being
sponsored by another group on the same day.
At least, many locals felt that they weren’t alone
at that very moment: that even though they
were facing hard times, many were still willing
to help them overcome the hurdles. It’s still
different when you know there’s someone by
your side whom you can turn to when you’re in
your life’s low ebb.
Some 210 families benefitted from SRA’s
donation drive. The team relied on the houseto-house style of distribution since many are
extended families. There were special bags of
goodies for the children who were made to line
up outside the chapel for a more organized
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Select members of SRA’s janitorial services staff were tagged
along to help in the distribution of relief goods.

The SRA contingent pose for a souvenir shot with Brgy. Capt.
Eddie Manalang.
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OCTOBER is considered as CONSUMER

buy it BUT only
when it is
needed!”

WELFARE MONTH.

The yearly celebration of the CONSUMER
WELFARE MONTH which is pursuant to
Presidential Proclamation No. 1098 in
September 26,1997, is led by the Regional
Consumers Welfare Committee as supervised by
the Department of Trade and Industry.
As we celebrate Consumer Welfare Month this
year, we should know our right to choose
products that are high in quality, yet affordable.

WHAT FACTOR ENCOURAGES /
INFLUENCES YOU MOST WHEN
BUYING A PRODUCT: QUALITY OR
PRICE? WHY?

“IT’S THE Quality and
Nutrient Value of the
SUGAR or any commodity.
Personally, I prefer the
quality and nutrient
value of the product as
against its price knowing
that what I get is more
than what I actually paid
for!”
JP ANTES
Male
Single

“Value for money is my first consideration.
I’ll make sure that what I am buying is
affordable without compromising the quality
that I am expecting from a product!”

“Of course, it should be the PRICE!
Affordability comes first before
quality. For middle income earners,
budget is always an issue, that’s
why price is a primary
consideration before I buy a
product. Quality is just
secondary!”

JAY ADRIAS
Male
Single
“PRICE –Because not all cheap items are
low in quality in the same way that not all
expensive items are high in quality!”

RAHMAN B. DUNTON
MALE
MARRIED

EMY CHU
Female
Married
“Considering the price of a certain product
is essential since mothers like me do the
budgeting. Every centavo counts. But I will
not sacrifice the quality since it guarantees
every sensitive consumer. For me if it’s
good quality, no matter how expensive, as
long as it fits within my budget, I would still
SRA & GAD Newsletter

MAFI RAMOS
Female
Married

“I always consider the best
quality in buying a certain
product, for I know that top
quality IS
always meant
to last!”
Armie cajulao
Female
married
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